CRT 10D Cable Route Tracer

Description
Cable Route Tracer CRT 10D is an essential item in the kit for
fault location of underground power and telecom cable network.
It is a powerful audio frequency system that can be effectively
used for various unique functions such as route tracing of any
metallic cable, depth measurement, live loaded cable tracing
and ground survey of underground utilities.

The system is capable to trace route of underground cable
maximum 10km, and find out the depth up to 5 meter, This
method is found to give more accurate results in presence of
other metallic utilities in close proximity.
The system can be used to trace route of loaded live cable
with the help of receiver unit and search coil in passive mode.
It is also use to carry out ground survey and metallic pipe route
tracing in inductive mode effectively.

Application
It is used for route tracing of any underground metallic cable in power transmission, distribution and signal cable networks or
cable fault location service provider.

Features
Route tracing of buried underground any metallic cables
up to 10 km max length.

Large-screen LCD interface, easy to understand at a
glance, easy to learn and understand.

Depth measurement of buried cables up to 5m.

The measured information is provided to the operator in
three ways: digital size, grating length, and voice priority,
making the test process easy and free.

Portable and light weight, easy to use, powered by
rechargeable battery, one person can operate, tests can
be completed at once.
Digital design, software control, stable and reliable
performance
With back light function, adapt to night operation.

*Specification subject to change without notice
*Pictures are for illustration purposes only

The transmitter has constant power output and automatic
matching to ensure that the machine is working in the
best condition. The built-in ohmmeter function can
automatically measure the loop impedance of the cable
to the ground and between phases, which can assist in
judging the nature of the fault.

